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Abstract 

Over the preschool years, children’s core beliefs about the world go through significant 

changes in a number of content domains. Although the characteristics and timetables of these 

changes are well mapped out, little is known about why the later preschool years are such a 

fertile period for belief change. Here, we examined developmental changes in 3- and 5-year-

olds’ capacity for belief change in a highly circumscribed context: changing beliefs about object 

weights. Because lifting objects is associated with stereotyped kinematics, kinematic analyses 

can provide insight into children’s beliefs about the objects they are lifting. Sixty-five children 

were randomly assigned to one of two conditions, the same object condition and the different 

object condition. Initially, all children were presented with a 1N object that they lifted 8 times. 

Then, children in the same object condition lifted an identical, heavier object, whereas, those in 

the different object condition lifted a heavier object that was different in shape and colour 8 

times. We predicted that those in the same object condition children would transfer their beliefs 

about the load force requirements from the first object to the second and that this would result in 

a more gradual change in applied load force. Alternatively, those in the different object condition 

would adapt quicker to the new load force requirement as they would not have to change the 

previous belief. Children were also given a false belief battery and executive functioning battery. 

Results showed that five-year-olds in the different object condition were initially incorrect about 

the object’s weight, but quickly adapted and continued to use accurate load force for the 

remaining trials. In contrast, 5-year-olds in the same object condition were also initially incorrect 

and quickly corrected, but then reverted back to an underestimation pattern.  Three-year-olds 

showed no evidence of condition effects. Exploratory analyses showed some evidence that high 

false belief performance was associated with quicker load force adaptation. Although 
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preliminary, we speculate that the variability in 5-year-olds lifting behaviour reflects processes 

that are associated with keeping old and new ideas about the object weight in mind, and may be 

important for true belief change.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In early childhood, young children frequently have naïve, incomplete, or incorrect beliefs 

about the causal structure of the world. In one famous example called the “conservation of 

liquid”, Piaget showed that 4-year-old children believe that the height or width of a container is 

causal in determining the quantity of liquid it contained. In his classic demonstration, a young 

child sees two identical short but wide glasses filled half way. Then, one of the glasses is poured 

into a tall but narrow glass. When asked, young children say that they believe that the taller 

container now holds more liquid than the shorter container did, though of course, the quantity is 

identical.  Surprisingly, it is not until around the age of 7-years-old that children appear to realize 

that a quantity of liquid can be assessed independent of its container. The conceptual 

developments that are required for this fundamental insight about conservation are thought to 

emerge as children experience events that directly contradict their naïve understandings (Flavell, 

1963).  In the conservation of liquid task, for instance, children may have experiences in which 

they see the same liquid returned to its original container to see that its quantity has not in fact 

changed. Although we know that evidence like this is important for belief change, we know 

surprisingly little about whether young children’s abilities to use that evidence changes with 

development. This study aims to shed light on whether the ability to change a belief improves 

throughout the preschool years. 

The preschool years are an important period of dense belief change that changes 

important beliefs in the realms of naïve physics, naïve biology, and naïve psychology. Most of 

these changes typically occur at the end of the preschool years, sometime after the age of 4. For 

example, in the realm of naïve physics, 3-year-olds do not yet understand the importance of 
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proximity for causation (i.e., contact with a button is crucial for causing a button activated toy to 

function; Bullock, Gelman, & Baillargeon, 1982). By the time children reach 5-years-old they 

understand the importance of proximity for cause and effect (Bullock, Gelman, & Baillargeon, 

1982). Within the domain of naïve biology, 3-years-old children have a difficult time making 

explicit ontological distinctions between inanimate and animate objects that look similar – for 

instance, they often claim that a pig and a piggy bank have similar essential characteristics 

(Gelman & Wellman, 1991). By the age of 4, however, these ontological distinctions are made 

more clearly. Finally, in naïve psychology, young preschoolers initially think of others in an 

egocentric manner, and they believe that everyone knows and thinks what they do. Eventually, 

children learn that emotions, desires, and beliefs of others differs from their own and will 

determine another’s behaviour (Flavell, Green, & Flavell, 1986; Gopnik & Wellman, 1994; 

Perner, 1991). In general, then, the preschool period is concentrated period of conceptual change 

whereby children begin to abandon their initial naïve understandings of the world to arrive at 

more adult-like ones.  

The factors that contribute to these changes are likely complex. For the most part, 

research has focused on the role that experience might play in promoting these conceptual 

changes. For instance, research on parent-child conversation has suggested that parents do much 

to scaffold their children’s changes in belief during conversations that convey necessary non-

obvious information about the causal structure of the domain (e.g., Sabbagh & Callanan, 1998). 

Yet, these findings rarely show clear developmental effects – that is, parents rarely talk with 3-

year-olds in a qualitatively different way from how they talk with their 5-year-olds (e.g., 

Sabbagh & Callanan, 1998). This raises the possibility that while relevant experience is likely 
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necessary for conceptual change, there may be fundamental developmental differences in 

children’s abilities to capitalize on their experiences to affect that change.  

Evidence that there is a difference between younger and older preschoolers’ capacity for 

conceptual change comes from training studies in which children of all ages receive the same 

experiences to affect change in some understanding, yet show different outcomes as a result of 

that experience. For instance, there is a substantial body of literature investigating the extent to 

which children can be trained to understand “false belief” (FB) – that someone can have a belief 

about the world that does not comport with reality. FB is particularly interesting to researchers 

because it is believed to herald children’s transition to a new conceptual understanding of mental 

states whereby they come to realize that mental states are person-specific representations of the 

world that are constrained by individuals’ experiences (Flavell, Green, & Flavell, 1986; Gopnik 

& Wellman, 1994; Perner, 1991). In training studies, 3- to 5-year-old children who initially show 

poor performance on FB tasks are exposed to a training regimen in which, following their errors 

on the tasks, they are given feedback about why their answers are incorrect (see Mori & Cigala, 

2016 for review). What is intriguing about these results is that despite starting from the same 

level of belief understanding, and being exposed to the same information, the improvements in 

false belief understanding shown by 3-year-olds are only modest, whereas for older children they 

are substantial (Appleton and Reddy 1996; Amsterlaw & Wellman, 2006; Flynn 2006; Melot & 

Angeard 2003; Ornaghi & Grazzani Gavazzi 2009; Slaughter & Gopnik 1996). Thus, there 

appears to be a fundamentally different information processing system that influences not just 

about how 5-year-olds understand the world, but also about how 5-year-olds change their beliefs 

and come around to those understandings.  
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Although the differences between older and younger preschoolers’ abilities to change 

their minds based on experience have been well characterized across a number of domains, the 

reasons for this age difference are not well understood. Some insight into this problem may come 

by considering the two broad processes that are normally considered to be at play in changing a 

given belief. First, the child must register that there was a mismatch between the prediction 

derived from the belief and what occurred in reality. The registration of a prediction-outcome 

mismatch could be based on either children’s own noticing of the error, or based on feedback 

from a more knowledgeable other. Second, once the prediction-error is detected, children must 

go through some revision process that modifies the original belief that generated the prediction in 

order to arrive at a more correct version (Carey, 1985; Gelman, 2003; Gopnik & Wellman, 1994, 

2012). For the most part, this revision process is thought to occur gradually, as opposed to 

abruptly, as evidence accumulates in favor of an adult-like understanding (Siegler & Chen, 

1998). Maturational changes in one or both of these two processes could account for the 

difference in younger and older preschoolers’ abilities to affect belief change in the face of new 

evidence.  

At first blush, there is not much reason to think that young preschoolers struggle with 

detecting instances of prediction-outcome mismatch. Indeed, many experimental paradigms that 

are used with young infants are predicated on infants’ detecting when events that transpire in 

such a way as to violate their expectations (Baillargeon, 1987, 1993; Baillargeon, Spelke, & 

Wasserman, 1985). For preschool-aged children, there is evidence that young children use 

expectation violations as learning opportunities to explore a situation and gain new knowledge 

(Legare, 2012; Stahl & Feigenson, 2015). In a study by Legare (2012), young children, 2-6 years 

old, were presented with a toy that either behaved in an expected manner or violated 
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expectations. Only when the toy was inconsistent with the child’s belief did the child try to 

explain the cause of the inconsistency and seek to explore the toy to find more information. The 

young children were able to recognize a prediction-outcome mismatch and used that to both 

verbally reason and physically explore the toy. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the difference 

between 3- and 5-year-olds abilities to change their minds in the face of contradictory evidence 

stems from differences in their abilities to notice when their beliefs cause them to make faulty 

predictions about the world.  

A second possibility is that 3-year-olds are not as able as older children to use the new 

information to modify their beliefs. Some evidence for this possibility comes from 

“microgenetic” studies that make frequent, longitudinal assessments over a particular 

developmental period to capture conceptual and cognitive change. In the past, microgenetic 

studies have found that children with naïve beliefs to adult-like beliefs do so gradually and 

inconsistently (Amsterlaw & Wellman, 2006; Flynn et al., 2004; Flynn, 2006). However, it is not 

possible to measure children’s ability to change a belief at that moment, as microgenetic studies 

measure conceptual change over a long period of time. During this time, children could receive 

evidence and information outside the testing environment which confounds the results. This is in 

part because every day conceptual developments that cognitive developmental psychologists are 

normally interested in take place over a long period of time and typically involve semantically 

complex concepts. Thus, the time course of development in one of a complex domain such, as 

naïve psychology, may be in part due to developments in the domain-general processes 

associated with belief change, but also due to the fact that the information that children get that is 

relevant to belief change is meted out slowly over long periods of time. Moreover, the beliefs 

themselves can be complex which may naturally take more time to fully work out. Therefore, in 
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order to truly investigate belief change without confounding extraneous factors a simpler, short 

task should be administered.  

Current Study  

In this study, our goal was to investigate potential developmental changes in belief 

change using a load-force adaptation task. Load force is the force applied to an object to lift it off 

a stable surface. When lifting objects, load force is applied in a stereotypical way such that 

individuals accelerate the amount of force they apply until they reach about half the necessary 

force for lifting, and then they decelerate their force, resulting in a smooth, precision object lift 

(Flanagan & Beltzner, 2000; Flanagan, Bowman, & Johansson, 2006). In preparation for a lift, 

participants use their beliefs about the weight of the object to guide their initial force application 

(Davis & Roberts, 1976; Flanagan & Beltzner, 2000; Flanagan, Bittner, & Johansson, 2008). 

These beliefs about the weight of the object come from their past direct experiences with the 

object, or can be more probabilistic and based upon inferences given the size, color, and material 

composition of the object. Occasionally, those beliefs are wrong and an object is unexpectedly 

heavy or light, which results in the application of suboptimal lift-forces and non-stereotypical 

kinematics. With subsequent lifts, however, participants update their beliefs about the object and 

adapt their lifting behavior accordingly (Flanagan & Beltzner, 2000). The processes used to 

adapt motor behaviour after encountering unexpected weights are hypothesized to be similar to 

those that are important for belief change more generally (Sabbagh, Hopkins, Benson, & 

Flanagan, 2010). This study took advantage of the parallels between load-force adaptation and 

conceptual belief change by using vertical lifting as a method of examining belief change in 

preschoolers.  
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The load-force adaptation task also minimized extraneous factors as the belief that is 

changed (i.e., about the weight of an object) does not rely on theoretically complex concepts, and 

the information necessary to change the belief is experienced within a short, circumscribed 

period of time. The load-force adaptation task is also advantageous because it relies minimally 

on expressive and receptive language, which can affect performance in complex training 

protocols (Baldwin & Saylor, 2005). In this sense, this task can overcome some of the barriers 

that microgenetic and cross-sectional studies encounter when attempting to capture belief 

change. 

In our load-force adaptation paradigm, we provided evidence for one belief (i.e. that a 

particular object weighs 1N) by having the children lift that object 8 times. Then, children were 

asked to lift a heavier, second object in one of two between-subjects conditions. In the first, the 

heavier object had the same shape and colour as the first. In this condition, we expected that 

children’s experience of the first object will cause them to have a strong belief about the weight 

of the second object which they will then have to revise when they discover that the object is 

heavier than expected. In the second condition, the heavier object had a different shape and 

colour from the first. In this condition, we expect that children’s experience with the first object 

would not have led them to have strong beliefs about the weight of the second object and thus, 

adapting to the new weight will not involve revising a strong initial belief. By comparing 3- and 

5-year-olds’ performance in these two conditions, we hoped to characterize age-related changes 

in preschoolers’ abilities to revise prior beliefs.  

Since our main research question is predicated on the idea that 5-year-olds are better able 

than younger children at changing beliefs, we wanted to ensure that this was in fact characteristic 

of our sample as well. Thus, participants completed a battery of both FB tasks and executive 
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functioning (EF) tasks to ensure our sample did resemble that of previous studies (Flavell, Green, 

& Flavell, 1986; Gopnik & Wellman, 1994; Perner, 1991). Collecting these additional measures 

also allowed for exploratory analyses of potential relations between performance in the load-

force adaptation task and both theory of mind and executive functioning performance (see e.g., 

Sabbagh et al., 2010) 
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Chapter 2 

Methods 

Participants 

Sixty-five children (33 females) aged 3 years to 3 years and 6 months (M= 3;2) and 5 

years and 5 years 6 months (M= 5;2) were recruited through the Child and Adolescent 

Development Group database of participants from the Kingston area. An additional 7 children 

participated and were excluded from the study for not meeting the age requirements (2), refusing 

to participate in the lifting task (4), and later identifying as not typically developing (1). Before 

children came in they were randomly assigned to either same object condition (N= 33) or 

different object condition (N= 32) condition. Participants were compensated for their time with a 

gift card or a t-shirt.  

Measures/ Materials 

False Belief Battery  

See Appendix A for scripts. A battery of four tasks designed to test FB understanding 

was administered. These tasks vary in difficulty and provide a range of theory of mind (ToM) 

ability. An aggregate score was calculated according to previous studies (e.g. Carlson & Moses, 

2001) that calculated aggregate scores by averaging z-scores. Each task is described below.  

Contents false belief task (Gopnik & Astington, 1988). Children were first shown a 

familiar candy box (Smarties box) and asked what they believe the box contains to confirm that 

they understood what the box typically contains. Then children were shown that the box is 

deceptive and it is revealed that the box contains stickers. The box is then returned to its 

deceptive appearance and children were asked, “What is inside the Smarties box?” Once children 

said that there were really stickers inside, a puppet was introduced and children were told the 
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puppet had never seen inside the box. After children repeated that the puppet had never seen 

inside the box, the children were asked what the puppet thought was inside the box. Children 

were given a score of 1 for saying “Smarties” and a score of 0 for saying “Stickers”.  

Location false belief task (Wimmer & Perner, 1983). First, the experimenter put two 

boxes of different colours on the table along with two puppets and a ball. Children were 

introduced to the puppets, Barney and Big Bird, and were told that the puppets were playing 

together with the ball. Then children saw Barney put the ball in the blue the box and leave the 

scene. Once Barney was gone, Big Bird removed the ball from the blue box and put it in the 

green box. After the move was completed, Barney returned and the children were asked the test 

question “Where does Barney think the ball is?” Proceeded by two memory questions: “Did 

Barney see the ball move?” and “Where is the ball really?” Children were given a score of 1 for 

answering the test question correctly, but were given a score of 0 for the wrong answer or not 

being able to answer the memory questions correctly.   

Appearance/reality task (Flavell, Green, & Flavell, 1986). In the appearance/ reality task 

children were shown objects that appear to be one object, but were in fact something different. In 

this task, children were shown a sponge that appeared to be a rock. The experimenter then asked 

the child what the item appeared to be. In this case the children should have said it appeared to 

be a rock. The experimenter then revealed the true nature of the object by squeezing the sponge. 

The child was then asked what the object initially appeared to be and what it really truly was. 

Children were then shown an orange castle with a black cover on it. Children were shown the 

castle without the cover and saw that it was orange, then, they saw the castle with the cover over 

it which made the castle appear to be black. The experimenter then kept the castle covered and 

asked the children what colour the castle appeared to be (correct answer black) and also asked 
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them to articulate the true colour of the castle (correct answer orange). Children received 1 point 

for correctly identifying what it appeared to be and its true nature. If either of the answers were 

incorrect the child received a 0.  

Knowledge Access Task (Wellman & Luis, 2004). In the knowledge access task children 

were presented with a box and asked what they believed to be inside. Once they responded, it 

was revealed that it was, in fact, a toy dinosaur and the dinosaur was placed back into the box. 

Children were then introduced to a puppet, Tigger, and told Tigger had never seen inside the 

box. Then, the researcher asked the children if Tigger knew what is inside the box and if Tigger 

had ever seen inside the box. If they pass both questions they received a score of 1, if they failed 

either of the questions they received a score of 0.  

Executive Functioning Battery  

See Appendix B for scripts. A battery of four tasks designed to test EF was administered. 

These tasks varied in difficulty and provided a range of EF ability. An aggregate score was 

calculated according to previous studies (e.g. Carlson & Moses, 2001) that calculated aggregate 

scores by averaging z-scores. Each task is described below.  

Grass/ Snow (Carlson & Moses, 2001). During the grass/snow task children placed their 

hands over two hand-shaped felt pieces glued onto a black board that also contained a green and 

a white square in the upper corners. Children were asked to point to the colour of grass and then 

the colour of snow, which ensured that children were familiar with these colours and items. The 

experimenter then told the children that this was a silly game and asked them point to white for 

grass and green for snow. Following a practice trial for each colour, participants then completed 

16 test trials. Children were given 1 point for every one of the 16 trials they performed 

successfully.  
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Dimensional- Change Card Sort (Frye, Zelazo, & Palfai, 1995). In the DCCS, two boxes 

were placed in front of the children, one with a red rabbit on the box and one with a blue boat on 

the box. Children were then taught that the cards were to be sorted based on their shape (i.e. 

Rabbits in the rabbit box and boats in the boat box). After a practice trial, children then 

proceeded to sort four cards in the boxes. Then, children were told that the game was changing 

and now they were to sort by colour and ignore shape (i.e. Blue items in the blue box and red 

items in the red box). Children were then scored based on the number of correct post-switch sorts 

that violated the pre-switch rule (i.e. A blue rabbit in the blue box not the rabbit box).  

Less is More (Carlson, Davis, & Leach, 2005). In the less is more task, children were 

presented with a large and small array of candy (5 vs. 2 candies). Children were then told that 

whatever they pointed to would go to the mean monkey and whatever they did not point to will 

go to them. In order to win the game, children must have pointed at the smaller tray. After a 

practice trial, children completed 16 trials and locations of the bowls were counterbalanced. 

Children received 1 point each time they pointed to the smaller tray.  

Expressive Language Assessment  

 Developmental Vocabulary Assessment for Parents (DVAP; Libertus, Odic, Feigenson, 

& Halberda, 2015). See Appendix C for assessment. The Developmental Vocabulary Assessment 

for Parents (DVAP) was a questionnaire compromised of the 8 practice words and the first 204 

words of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test IV (PPVT IV) version A. Parents were asked to 

mark each word that they have previously heard their child say. The DVAP has been validated 

for children 2 to 7 years old, and the reliability of this measure has been compared to children’s 

performances on the MacArthur- Bates Communicative Development Inventory and the PPVT 

IV. Children were given one point out of 212 for every word the parent selected. 
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Load- Force Adaptation Task  

See Appendix D for script. The load-force adaptation apparatus used was similar to that 

used by Sabbagh, Hopkins, Benson and Flanagan (2010) with an additional item of different 

shape and colour. After the child sat down and the handedness was considered, the experimenter 

pulled out a clear, plastic container and poured in marbles. The experimenter then placed the 

container filled with marbles on the 3.2cm high sensor and told the children they were going to 

lift the object onto the block beside the sensor while the experimenter performed the act herself. 

Children then lifted the container of marbles. The children proceeded to lift this container twice 

more, each time the experimenter took a few marbles out. The goal of this warm up block was to 

allow children to understand the task and give the experimenter the opportunity to correct lifts 

without influencing subsequent lifts that would be measured. Next, children were presented with 

either a blue cube or red hexagonal prism that weighed one newton (N; see Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Image of the red hexagonal prism and blue cube.  

 Children lifted the 1N object from the sensor to the shelf 6.4 cm above the sensor eight 

time. A tab was glued on top of the object so children could use their thumb, index finger, and 

middle finger to grasp the object before lifting, as pictured in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Images of a child lifting the object from the sensor to the adjacent shelf.  

Once completed, another object was introduced. In the same object condition, the object 

was the same colour and shape; however, it weighed 3N. In the different object condition, the 

children lifted an object they had not previous lifted (i.e. if they first lifted a blue cube the second 

item was the red hexagonal prism), but the new object weighed 3N. Objects were 

counterbalanced to ensure there was no difference between the initial estimation of weight. All 

items appeared to be approximately 1N to ensure that if they are lifted with varying levels of 

force we could attribute that difference to prior beliefs established in the study and not beliefs 

that participants obtained before the study. Red and blue objects were specifically chosen as 

colour can affect the perceived weight of object, but red and blue are similar in their influence 

(Payne, 1958). Additionally, shape can influence the perceived weight of an object, and while 

research shows that spheres, tetrahedrons, and cubes are all different for perceived weight 

(Kahrimanovic, Bergmamann Tiest, Kappers, 2010), there was no research found on cubes and 

hexagonal prisms. Because the cube and hexagonal prism are generally the same size, no 

difference was expected. To ensure there was no perceived difference, these objects were 

counterbalanced and potential differences were analyzed. Understanding the visual impact of the 

items was important as humans use both visual cues and motor memory to estimate weight 

(Cole, 2008). By having the second item identical to the first, the children in the same object 
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condition should have based their belief about the weight of the second object on its visual 

appearance and not entirely on the automatic motor memory of the previous lifts.  

 In both the same and different conditions, as the object was being lifted children’s 

vertical load force was recorded with a sampling rate of 500Hz and transferred to MATLAB 

(MathWorks, Natick, MA). The raw data was smoothed using a low-pass butterworth filter with 

a 20 Hz cut-off and analyzed to achieve the derivative of the acceleration peaks. When lifting an 

object, the initial force acted upon the object is half of the expected weight. Then, the vertical 

load force applied decelerates until the lift is completed. For example, if the object appears to 

weigh 3N, one would initially accelerate to 1.5N of lift force. Since the second object in the same 

object condition was identical it was hypothesized that children had strong beliefs about the new 

item and attempted to lift the object in the same manner. However, in the different object 

condition, it was predicted that after the first lift, children would not transfer the load force 

requirements of the previous object and, instead, lifted it based on their estimation after viewing 

the new item. Since all items should appear to weigh approximately 1N, the first lift of the 

second item could be identical in both same object condition and different object condition as 

both might predict the second lift item to also weigh approximately 1N. Therefore, all eight lifts 

were calculated and used to determine how children respond to the new, heavier objects.  

Load-Force Coding 

Once the raw data was smoothed using a low-pass butterworth filter with a 20 Hz cut-off 

in MATLAB and a graph was derived from the acceleration peaks. The graph went from 0 to 1 

or 3 depending on the weight of the object (see Figure 3). Zero indicated that nothing had been 

added to or removed from the sensor since pressing record. At times, children pushed down on 

the object quickly before lifting it up, which resulted the graph dipping below zero. The graph 
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stops once it reaches the weight of the object (either 1 for 1N or 3 for 3N) which indicated that 

there was no weight on the sensor any longer.  

The PeakFinder function created by Yoder (2009) was used to find the points at which 

acceleration peaked and deceleration began. As previously mentioned, when the weight of an 

object is known then a smooth, precise lift will result in a single acceleration peak at half of the 

lift force required to lift the object (see Figure 3). Peaks were indicated with a red circle on the 

graph. 

 

Figure 3. MATLAB illustration of a smooth lift with one peak. The peak represents the peak of 
acceleration of the lift force (N), in this case at around 50% of the lift length.  
 

However, when the weight of the object is unexpected the lift will be multiphasic with multiple 

peaks indicating corrections were made during the lift (see Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. MATLAB illustration of a multiphasic lift where the participant adjusted the lift force 
(N) used for the lift multiple times over time. 
 

All peaks that were below 10% from the lowest point on the graph were not used, as they 

were not considered obvious attempts at lifting the object. At times, peaks that were present in 

the acceleration graph were missed by the PEAKFINDER. In these cases, a coder indicated an 

undetected peak was found and if that peak was above the first 10% from the lowest point, then 

that peak was considered the first peak. In addition to noting the first peak of each lift, the 

proportion of that first peak was also calculated. In instances where children’s hands briefly 

added weight to the sensor before lifting, sometimes the first peak would be below zero (see 

Figure 5). However, this peak may in fact be approximately 50% of the total force required for 

the lift (from the lowest point of the weight trace to the highest). To account for this, we 

characterized load force applied as the proportion of the first peak (PFP) of the total required to 

lift the object from its lowest point in the weight trace to the highest.  
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Figure 5. MATLAB illustration of a participant’s only peak occurring below zero when 
measuring lift force (N) over time.  
 

Additionally, a precise, accurate lift was one that is completed quickly, as there would be 

no need to correct or adjust the vertical force. Therefore, to analyze and compare accurate lifts 

between age groups and conditions, we also measured the amount of time it took to complete the 

lift. The amount of time it took to complete the lift was measured by subtracting the lowest point 

on the graph from the highest point on the graph (see the minimum and maximum on Figure 5). 

The lowest point would be the point where the object started to be lifted off the sensor and the 

highest point would be the point where the object was completely off the sensor. The subtraction 

would provide the number of samples taken throughout the lift. Then, to convert the number of 

samples into milliseconds (ms), the number of samples were multiplied by two, as a sample was 

taken every 2 ms.  

In rare instances, children behaved in a way that warranted deleting the data for that lift. 

For example, if a child knocked over the object instead of lifting it or a child lifted the object, put 

it down, and lifted it again. In the case of knocking an object over, that data was not used and 
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cells were left empty. If a child lifted the object twice in one recording, the first lift was taken as 

that lift, then the next lift was left empty (to account for the second lift in the recording), and the 

next recorded lift was used as the subsequent lift. For example, if during Lift 3 the child lifted the 

object twice, the first lift was noted as Lift 3, Lift 4 was left empty, then what was recorded as 

Lift 4 was considered Lift 5 as it was the fifth time a child had received information about the 

object’s weight. Before data analysis, data points that were 3 standard deviations (SD) above or 

below the mean were considered outliers and were removed. All missing data was then imputed 

using mean imputation based on the mean of that trial for the condition the child was in. 

Approximately 0.97% of the data needed to be imputed. Specific imputations for the PFP and 

amount of time to complete lift for both the 1N and 3N object can be found in Table 1. The PFP 

for 3N had fewer mean imputations as children tended to be were more careful in lifting by this 

block of trials and the there were fewer outliers.  

Table 1. 

Number of mean imputations per trials for the PFP and the amount of time to complete the lift 

for both the 1N and 3N objects 

 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7 Trial 8 Sum 

PFP 1N 0 3 2 1 0 6 2 6 20 

PFP 3N 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Time 1N 2 2 1 4 0 4 3 2 18 

Time 3N 0 2 4 3 0 3 3 3 18 

 

Procedure 

 Preschoolers and their caregiver were welcomed into the lab and allowed to warm up by 

playing with the experimenter. The experimenter then obtained consent from the caregiver and 
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assent from the child. The caregiver was able to watch the entire session through the closed-

circuit camera. While watching their child on the television, parents filled out the DVAP which 

assess a child’s expressive language.  

Once the consent and assent were obtained, the experimenter and child moved to the 

load-force adaptation task room. The child was then shown the apparatus and told that this is the 

lifting game. Next, children’s handedness was determined and the apparatus was set up 

accordingly. The experimenter then went through the script for the task.  

 Once the children completed the load-force adaptation task, the FB and EF tasks were 

administered in the following order: the false belief contents change task, the grass/snow task, 

the false belief location change, the DCCS, the appearance/reality task, the less is more task, and 

the knowledge access task.  
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Chapter 3 

Results 

Preliminary Analysis 

A preliminary analysis showed that there were no differences between the same object 

and different object experimental conditions with respect to their age t (63) = -.193, p = .848, 

DVAP scores t (62) = .067, p = .946, FB aggregate score t (63) = -.034, p = .973, or EF 

aggregate score t (63) = .417, p = .678. Additionally, there were no differences in lift patterns 

that were attributable to which of the two objects (hexagonal prism or cube) was presented in the 

first block with the 1N object F (7,441) = .242, p = .975, 𝜂2 = .004, or the second block with the 

3N object F (7,441) = 1.158, p = .326, 𝜂2 = .018. These preliminary analyses provide confidence 

that main effects of experimental condition are not confounded by item effects or random 

differences in sample characteristics. 

Load-Force Adaptation Data 

Our focal analysis was to investigate condition effects between age groups for the 

heavier, 3N object. First though, we wanted to run an omnibus ANOVA to investigate possible 

interactions with the 1N or 3N object and other variables such as condition or age. Recall that 

optimal lifts are characterized by accelerating lift force on the object until around 50% of the 

required force to lift the object is applied. In contrast, suboptimal lifts are ones in which the 

initial force acceleration falls short of 50%, thus requiring a second, corrective application of 

force. For our first analysis of any overall interactions, we conducted a 2 (Object: 1N, 3N) x 2 

(Age: 3-year-olds, 5-year-olds) x 2 (Condition: same, difference) x 8 (Trial) mixed design 

ANOVA with Age and Condition as between-subjects variables, and Object and Trial as a 

within-subjects variables and the mean proportions of the first peak (PFP) as the dependent 
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measure. Here, we expected there to be a 4-way interaction of Object x Age x Condition x Trial 

in order to find the suspected age differences in the same object condition for the 3N object. The 

analysis showed no significant interaction for Object x Trial x Condition x Age, F (7, 427) = 

1.055, p = .392, 𝜂"# = .017, nor Object x Trial x Age, F (7, 427) = .544, p = .801, 𝜂"#= .028. There 

was a little more evidence for a 3-way interaction of Object x Trial x Condition, F (7, 427) = 

1.752, p = .095,	  𝜂"#= .028. This finding provided some evidence that there may be a condition 

effect between the 1N and 3N object. Based on the nearly significant 3-way interaction and for 

theoretical reasons we further investigated condition effects by first separating the analysis by 

object.  

Analysis by Object’s Weight 

Then, we investigated the mean PFP for the unexpectedly heavy (3N) object in a 2 

(Condition: same object, different object) x 2 (Age: 3-year-old, 5-year-old) x 8 (Trial) mixed 

design ANOVA with Age and Condition as between-subjects variables, Trial as a within-

subjects variable, and the PFP as the dependent measure. As expected, this analysis showed a 

main effect of Trial F (7, 427) = 7.536, p < .001, 𝜂"# =.110. Inspection of the graph shows that as 

a group, participants substantially underestimated the force required to lift the unexpectedly 

heavy object on the first trial, but then corrected and approached optimal lifting over subsequent 

trials.  

Of particular interest was the possibility of a Trial x Condition interaction, as it would 

provide evidence that the pattern of correction varied by condition. From the mixed design 

ANOVA there was weak evidence for both a Trial x Condition interaction, F (7, 427) = 1.847, p 

= .073, 𝜂"#	  = .03 and a three-way Age x Trial x Condition interaction, F (7, 427) = 1.688, p = 

.082, 𝜂"#  = .027. Because it was of theoretical interest, we further explored the 3-way interaction 
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by characterizing the Trial x Condition interaction within each age group separately. In doing so, 

we found that there was little evidence for a Trial x Condition interaction for the 3-year-olds, F 

(7, 217) = 1.579, p = .165, 𝜂"# = .053, but somewhat stronger evidence for the effect in the 5-

year-olds, F (7, 217) = 2.060, p = .049, 𝜂"# = .062. The Trial x Condition interactions at each age 

group are shown in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6. The mean PFP for the 3N object for both 3- and 5-year-olds over all trials. Error bars 
measured in standard error.  

 

 Follow up post-hoc analyses showed that for 5-year-olds, there was a significant condition 

effect on trial 4, t (31) = -3.434, p = .002, whereby children in the same object condition applied 

less lift force at their first acceleration than did children in the different object condition. All other 

trials were not significantly different from between the same object and different object condition, 

t < .873,  p > .389. Visual inspection of the graph suggests that trial 4 is part of a process whereby 

after an initial lift correction on trial 2, their lift force patterns show evidence of “reverting” back 

to their initial belief before finally correcting.  
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A second way in which we characterized possible condition differences in lift force 

patterns was through a more qualitative analysis. We reasoned that lifts where the initial lift force 

acceleration was at or near 50% (between 40-60%) of the required force were “good lifts” 

whereas lifts that fell well short of this (i.e., below 25% of the required force) were “lift errors.” 

Lifts that fell within a middle range (25-40%) were considered to be transitional lifts. For each 

participant, the number of good lifts, transitional lifts, and lift errors was tallied and analyzed 

separately. Though these analyses are not independent of one another because of the fixed 

number of trials each child had, we still felt that presenting the data in this way is informative for 

characterizing potential condition differences.  

A 2 (Age) x 2 (Condition) between-subjects ANOVA with number of good lifts as the 

dependent measure showed a main effect of Condition, F (1, 61) = 4.033, p = .049, 𝜂"# =

.062,	  showing that good lifts were more common in the different object condition (M = 4.125, 

SD = 1.718) than they were in the same object condition (M = 3.212, SD = 1.850). There was no 

main effect of Age nor Age x Condition interaction. The same analysis for lift errors also showed 

a near-significant main effect of Condition in the opposite direction, F (1, 61) = 3.609, p = .062, 

𝜂"# = 	   .056. Lift errors were somewhat more common in the same object condition (M = 1.970, 

SD = 1.530) than in the different object condition (M = 1.313, SD = 1.148). Again, there was no 

significant main effect of Age nor Age x Condition interaction. Finally, the ANOVA for 

transitional lifts showed the same pattern as did lift errors with a Condition effect, F (1, 61) = 

2.972, p = .090, 𝜂"# = .047,	  suggesting that transitional lifts were somewhat more common in the 

same object condition (M = 1.970, SD = 1.231) than they were in the different object condition 

(M = 1.438, SD = 1.230). Together these findings complement the former analyses in showing 

that optimal lifting was more likely in the different object condition than in the same object 
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condition, thereby suggesting that adaptation was more difficult when children had stronger 

beliefs about what the object should weigh. However, there was not much corroborating 

evidence that adaptation differed with age.   

 An important control analysis is to determine whether condition differences existed in the 

lifts of the initial light (1N) object. Because these lifts were prior to the experimental 

manipulation, we would not predict any effects of experimental condition in how these were 

lifted. A 2 (Condition: Same object, Different object) x 2 (Age: 3-year-old, 5-year-old) x 8 

(Trial) mixed design ANOVA with Age and Condition as between-subjects variables, Trial as a 

within-subjects variable, and the PFP for the 1N object as the dependent measure. This analysis 

showed a main effect of trial, whereby children initially underestimated the weight of the object 

but then improved with time, F (7, 441) = 3.749, p = .001, 𝜂"#  =.056.  

 Perhaps more concerning was that this control analysis showed a significant main effect 

of Condition, F (1, 61) = 5.735, p = .020, 𝜂"#  = .086, where the same object condition (M = .422, 

SE = .009) was on average lower than the different object condition (M = .451 SE = .009).  The 

Trial x Condition interaction was nearly significant as well, F (7, 441) = 2.119, p = .057, 𝜂"#  = 

.033. A post-hoc pairwise comparison found significant differences at trial 2, t (63) = 3.073, p = 

.003, 𝜂"# = .130, trial 5, t (63) = 2.307, p = .025, 𝜂"# = .078, trial 7, t (63) = 2.080, p .042, 𝜂"# = 

.064. All other trials were not significant t < .769, p > .102. The Trial x Condition interactions is 
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shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. The mean PFP for the trials of the 1N object over both age groups. Error bars are 
standard error.  
 

Analysis by Condition 

 It was unexpected to find potential differences in the two experimental groups lifting of 

the 1N object, as evidenced by the main effect of Condition and the nearly significant Trial x 

Condition interaction, as children were randomly assigned to the conditions and no experimental 

manipulation had yet occurred. Visually, it is obvious that there are a lot of fluctuations in the 

data and this noise may be spurious and due to natural differences in how children learn to lift 

object as opposed to a meaningful difference. Since there were also fluctuations in the 3N data, 

we wanted to provide evidence that the trial difference in the 5-year-olds for the same object 

condition was also meaningful and not spurious. If the fluctuations were similar in between 1N 

and 3N object this would give confidence that the fluctuations are part of a natural pattern of 

lifting. If the trials were significantly different, then fluctuations may be meaningful. A 
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significant Trial x Object x Condition interaction would indicate an effect of condition on the 

lifting behaviour by condition.  

To analyze how children’s lifting behaviour changed depending on the weight of the 

object and the condition they were assigned, we conducted an adjunct analysis in which we 

compared the 1N and 3N object within each condition. We conducted a 2 (Object: 1N x 3N) x 2 

(Age: 3-year-old, 5-year-old) x 8 (Trial) mixed design ANOVA with Age as between-subjects 

variables, Object and Trial as a within-subjects variables and the PFP for the same object 

condition as the dependent variable. Our primary interest for this analysis was to demonstrate a 

difference in how 3- and 5- year-olds differed in lifting the 1N object and the 3N object. There 

were no Object x Trial x Age interaction, F (7, 210) = .273, p = .964, 𝜂"# = .009, nor an Object x 

Trial interaction, F (7, 210) = .755, p = .626, 𝜂"#	  = .025. Our main goal with this adjunct analysis 

was to determine if previously found differences between the same and different object 

conditions between the age groups would remain if compared to the condition’s own lifting 

behaviour in the 1N object. Although the interactions were not significant, to investigate age and 

condition effects we conducted a 2 (Object: 1N x 3N) x 8 (Trial) within-subject ANOVA with 

the PFP for the same object condition as the dependent variable, separated by age. There was no 

evidence for an Object x Trial interaction for the 3-year-olds, F (7, 112) = 1.754, p = .104, 𝜂"# = 

.099, and little evidence for an Object x Trial interaction for the 5-year-olds, F (7, 105) = 1.845, 

p = .086, 𝜂"# = .110. Post-hoc pairwise comparison showed that trial 4 for 5-year-olds is 

significantly different between objects, t (15) = 3.264, p = .005. All other trials were not 

significant, t < 2.19, p > .158. The Object x Trial interaction for both age groups in the same 

object condition can be seen in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. The mean PFP for the trials for the same object condition for both age groups between 
the different objects. Error bars are standard error.  
 

Then, we wanted to confirm these findings with those in the different object condition, so 

we also conducted a 2 (Object: 1N x 3N) x 2 (Age: 3-year-old, 5-year-old) x 8 (Trial) mixed 

design ANOVA with Age as between-subjects variables, Object an Trial as a within-subjects 

variables and the PFP for the different object condition as the dependent variable. There were no 

Object x Trial x Age interaction, F (7, 210) = .273, p = .964, 𝜂"# = .009, nor an Object x Trial 

interaction, F (7, 210) = .755, p = .626, 𝜂"#	  = .025. Therefore, for the different object condition, 

as expected there were no differences between objects or ages which means learning to lift the 

1N object and 3N object was similar for this condition The Object x Trial interaction for each 
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age group for the different object condition can be seen in Figure 9.

 

Figure 9. The mean PFP for the trials in the different object condition for both age groups 
between the different objects. Error bars are standard error.  

 
Analysis of Time to Lift Object 

Another way of characterizing a successful, accurate lift is by the amount of time it takes 

to complete the lift. An accurate lift would be quick and short as evidenced by the milliseconds 

recorded from when the object began to lift off the sensor to when it was fully off the sensor. On 

the other hand, a lift requiring corrections would be slower and require more time to lift 

completely off the sensor. Therefore, if there is a difference in how long it takes children in the 

same object condition to lift an object off the sensor, in comparison to children in the different 

object condition then this would be evidence that children in the same condition were less 

accurate in their lifting. To investigate potential differences, a 2 (Condition: same object, 

different object) x 2 (Age: 3-year-old, 5-year-old) x 8 (Trial) mixed design ANOVA with 

Condition and Age as between-subjects variables and Trial as a within-subjects variable with the 

amount of time in milliseconds for the lift of the 3N object as the dependent variable was 
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conducted. For the within-subjects effects there was a significant main effect of Trial F (7, 427) 

= 33.046, p < .001, 𝜂"#  = .351. A post-hoc pairwise comparison showed that all trials were 

significantly different than the amount of time for the first lift, though as trials progressed the 

amount of time needed to lift the object got shorter. Additionally, there was a main effect of Age, 

F (1,61) = 7.373, p = .009,	  𝜂"#  = .108, as 3-year-olds (M= 148.29, SE= 7.55) took longer to lift 

the 3N object than 5-year-olds did (M= 117.06, SE= 7.42). A visual inspection of the graphs 

shows that few differences exist between individual trial differences, however, overall the trials 

5-year-olds lifted faster than 3-year-olds. There was no main effect of Condition, F (1,61) = .524, 

p = .472,  𝜂"# = .009, therefore, regardless of the condition 5-year-olds are quicker at lifting the 

object than the 3-year-olds. The main effect of Age in both conditions separately can be seen in 

Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. The mean milliseconds recorded for the entire lift for each trial between age groups 
and conditions. Error bars are standard error. 
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object) x 2 (Age: 3-year-old, 5-year-old) x 8 (Trial) mixed design ANOVA with Age and 

Condition as between-subjects variables, Trial as a within-subjects variable and amount of time 

in milliseconds for the lift for the 1N object as the dependent measure. Again, there was a main 

effect of Age, F (1,61) = 21.475, p < .001, 𝜂"# =where 5-year-olds (M = 98.541, SE = 5.211) 

lifted the object significantly quicker than 3-year-olds (M = 71.542, SE = 2.726) regardless of 

condition. The Trial x Condition x Age interaction was not significant, F (7, 427) = 1.286, p = 

.256, 𝜂"#= .021, nor were the Trial x Age interaction, F (7, 427) = .877, p = .525, 𝜂"#	  = .014, or 

the Trial x Condition interaction, F (7, 427) = .800, p = .587, 𝜂"# = .013. Thus, similarly to the 3N 

object, only the main effect of age was significant as 5-year-olds lift both objects faster than 3-

year-olds. 

False Belief Performance 

In order to compare performance on lifting tasks and performance on FB tasks, FB 

aggregate was dichotomized to create a group of high performers and low performers per age 

group. A median split was used to create the two groups for 3-year-olds (Median = - .6867, 

Nhigh= 15, Nlow= 17) and 5-year-olds (Median = .9415, Nhigh= 16, Nlow= 17). FB aggregate scores, 

EF aggregate scores, and DVAP scores were all correlated similar to other studies (Sabbagh et 

al., 2006; see Table 2).  
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Table 2.  

Correlations between DVAP, EF aggregate scores, and FB aggregate scores for both 3- and 5-

year-olds 

 DVAP EF FB 

DVAP -   

EF  .348** -  

FB .412** .742** - 

Note. ** p < .005 

 

Because it was not possible to analyze the potential effects of FB performance 

independently from age, we elected to explore where there would be associations between FB 

performance and the load-force adaptation task within each age group. If children who were 

better at false belief for their age are also better at changing strong beliefs, we would expect a 

Trial by Condition by FB performance interaction. To determine in FB performance influenced 

lifting behaviour in the second, 3N object block, 2 (FB performance: high, low) x 2 (Condition: 

same object, different object) x 8 (Trial) mixed factorial ANOVA was conducted using the PFP 

of the 3N object as the dependent variable separated by age. For the 3-year-olds, there was no 

significant Trial x Condition x FB performance interaction, F (7, 196) = 1.787, p = .104, 𝜂"	  #	  = 

.058. Descriptively, the graphs show that there are small differences in the first few trials and not 

for the last trials, particularly for the same object condition. Therefore, a 2 (FB performance: 

high, low) x 2 (Condition: same object, different condition) x 8 (Trial) mixed factorial ANOVA 

was conducted using the PFP of the first 4 trials of the 3N object as the dependent variable 

separated by age. The analysis of the first 4 lifts found a significant Trial x FB performance x 

Condition interaction for 3-year-olds, F (3, 84) = 3.031, p = .034, 𝜂"	  #	  = .098. A follow up 2 (FB 

performance: high, low) x 8 (Trial) was conducted separated by Condition. There was no 
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evidence of an interaction for the same object condition, F (3, 45) = 2.156, p = .106, 𝜂"	  #	  = .126, 

nor the different object condition, F (3, 39) = 1.281, p = .294, 𝜂"	  #	  = .090. The Trial x Condition x 

FB performance interaction for 3-year-olds can be seen in Figure 11.

 

Figure 11. The mean PFP for all 8 trials for 3-year-olds separate by FB performance and 
condition.  

 
 For 5-year-olds, there was no significant Trial x Condition x FB performance interaction, 

F (7, 203) = .445, p = .873, 𝜂"# = .015, however, there was a significant Trial x FB performance 

interaction, F (7, 203) = 2.388, p = .023, 𝜂"# = .076. Regardless of the condition, the FB 

performance influenced the lifting behaviour for the trials. The Trial x FB performance 

interaction can be seen in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12. The mean PFP for all 8 trials for 5-year-olds separated by FB performance.  

 

Executive Functioning Performance 

There is also the possibility that learning to lift an object may be related to one’s 
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with a Trial x EF performance separated by condition. The Trial x EF performance was only 

significant for the 3-year-olds in the different object condition, F (7, 91) = 2.17, p = .044, 𝜂"#	  = 

143, but there was no 2-way interaction for the same object condition, F (7, 105) = 1.515, p = 

.170, 𝜂"# = .092. Visual inspection of the graph suggests the difference in the different object 

condition is likely occurs later in the trials. The interaction of the Trial x EF performance for 3-

years-old by condition can be seen in Figure 13.  

 
Figure 13. The mean PFP for all 8 trials for 3-year-olds separated by EF performance and 
condition.   
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

The purpose of the study was to examine developmental differences in preschoolers’ 

ability to change beliefs using a force adaptation task. We chose to include 3- and 5-year-olds in 

our study because this is a time of substantial conceptual change. We wanted to gain evidence 

regarding the possibility that one reason for the substantial conceptual change may be 

fundamental changes in new abilities to incorporate new evidence when changing a belief. In 

particular, we hypothesized that 5-year-olds would be able to overcome and change strong 

beliefs in the load-force adaptation task more efficiently than 3-year-olds. This difference 

between the age groups would be evidenced by a more efficient lifting pattern for the 5-year-olds 

in the same object condition. In comparison, we hypothesized that children in both age groups 

would change their lifting behaviour more abruptly and sustain that change in the different object 

condition. 

Overall, we found that 5-year-olds and 3-year-olds demonstrated different approaches to 

lifting heavier object in the same object condition. When 5-year-olds were presented with the 

identical 3N object they initially lifted with inaccurate lift force requiring a correction, this 

suboptimal lift was followed by an abrupt correction in the second trial. Then, 5-year-olds in the 

same object condition showed evidence of reverting back to inaccurate lifts before finally 

showing signs of consistent accurate lifts around the 6th trial. The pattern of lifting was in 

contrast to the pattern seen in the different object condition. In that condition, children showed 

the abrupt initial convention and then maintained the new pattern, gradually tuning their lift 

towards optimal force acceleration patterns. In contrast to this, 3-year-olds did not show 

evidence that there was any difference in the lifting pattern between the same object condition 
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and the different object condition. As with the 5-year-olds, 3-year-olds showed an abrupt 

increase in lift force after the initial lift. After the second lift, 3-year-olds in both conditions 

seemed to show only minor fluctuations between trials and had no strong evidence of regression 

or of condition effects. Therefore, the patterns of lifting between the two conditions showed 

evidence of a developmental difference.  

Variability as a Precursor to Belief Change  

In many ways, our results are somewhat surprising insofar as they showed that 5-year-

olds’ adapted to the new object did not follow a linear trajectory when faced with the heavier 

object in the same object condition. Indeed, one might argue that their trajectory was “less 

efficient”. However, there is some evidence that variability is a precursor to change. For 

example, in previously mentioned microgenetic studies, both natural observation and training 

studies suggest that when changing one’s understanding of false beliefs, children go from 

consistently incorrect, to periodically responding correctly, to consistently correct (Amsterlaw & 

Wellman, 2006; Flynn et al., 2004; Flynn et al. 2006). Between consistently incorrect and 

consistently correct, there is thought to be a transitional period of responding correctly and then 

reverting back to an incorrect belief (Gopnik & Wellman, 2012). Therefore, the regression in 

lifting the identical 3N object for 5-year-olds may not be a sign of inefficient lifting behaviour, 

but rather similar to other documented belief change patterns.  

The reasons for the variability are unclear, but one possibility is that it occurs because 

there is more than one belief activated (Amsterlaw & Wellman, 2006; Goldin-Meadow, 1997; 

Siegler, 1995). When responding to a FB task, preschoolers and adults alike bring in their own 

egocentric bias that often influences the response (Epley, Keysar, Van Boven, Gilovich, 2004; 

Sommerville, Bernstein, Meltzoff, 2013). For example, during perspective taking tasks, children 
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and adults both look to where an object exists that is only known to them, but will then respond 

differently when they realize the person seeking the object does not know its location (Epley, 

Keysar, Van Boven, Gilovich, 2004; Sommerville, Bernstein, Meltzoff, 2013). In order for adults 

and children to correct themselves this may require EF skills that are a domain general ability to 

inhibit responses that may activate when needing to respond, as these skills have been previously 

associated with FB (e.g., Sabbagh et al., 2006).  Activating two beliefs while contemplating a 

response is not unique to complex, theoretical beliefs. There is recent evidence that when 

presented with two different possible motor movements (i.e., reaching out), participants initially 

prepare both movements by taking the average of the choices before deciding (i.e., going 

towards the middle if choosing between right and left; Gallivan, Logan, Wolpert, & Flanagan, 

2016). The uncertainty of which response is correct, activates all possibilities before acting on 

one. Being able to inhibit other responses and choosing the correct one may involve EF skills, 

particularly inhibition. The domain general EF abilities may play a role in both holding the two 

ideas in mind and in inhibiting the incorrect responses one may possess. However, being able to 

inhibit a response will only be available once there is evidence that one is more correct than the 

other. Being able to distinguish the correct response from incorrect responses may be a role of 

variability.  

Dynamics systems theorists, neo-Pigetians, and even Piaget suggest that in order to create 

change one must first be unstable and have “internal conflict” (Hosenfeld et al., 1997; Piaget, 

1975/1985). Recognizing the presence of conflicting pieces of evidence and conflicting beliefs 

may create enough instability in the belief system that children begin to test out various 

responses to eventually settle the confusion. Thus, varying responses may be the method through 

which children gather more evidence to decide which is the belief with more evidence. For 
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example, Alibali (1999) found that when school aged children’s previous strategy to solve a 

math problem was insufficient, the recognition led to the use of a variety of correct and incorrect 

strategies to attempt to solve the problem. Of note, those who used a high number of strategies 

were more likely to abandon prior strategies and move on, thus exploring more and trying out 

strategies leads to more fine tuning. Using numerous strategies may be a form of hypothesis 

testing that children go through in order to eliminate inaccurate strategies before settling on one 

that is more fruitful. Like little scientists, children use information gathering techniques to 

investigate conflicting hypotheses or beliefs (Gopnik & Wellman, 2012). By testing out 

strategies, or in our case, varying lift force applications, children are fine tuning which beliefs to 

keep and which to abandon.  

Having variability present during the belief change process is considered a sign that 

belief change is in fact occurring. Variability during the belief change process occurs not only in 

preschoolers, but also in school-aged children and even adults (Alibali 1999; Sachauble 1996). 

Gopnik and Wellman (2012) suggest that understanding the purpose and mechanism that induces 

the observed variability may be one method of going beyond just knowing that young 

preschoolers respond differently than older preschoolers to questions involving naïve physics, 

naïve biology and naïve psychology, but, more critically, why they are different. While our study 

cannot give evidence why 3-year-olds are not responding similarly to 5-year-olds, it can suggest 

that there is a developmental difference in processing contradictory evidence between the two 

age groups.  

In our study, 5-year-olds demonstrated evidence of variability the same object condition, 

whereas 3-year-olds did not show evidence of this. What is perhaps especially compelling about 

the 5-year-olds pattern of lifting was that the evidence they received that the second object was 
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heavier was simple, concrete, and one would think, irrefutable. That is, after a single lift it is 

apparent that that the second object was 3 times heavier than the first. One might think that this 

evidence would be catastrophic for the idea that the object was lighter. Yet, the pattern of lifting 

suggested that at least 5-year-olds do not simply replace and abandon their previous belief. 

Instead, there was evidence that the process of belief change, even in the face of clear evidence, 

involves a transition period in which there is evidence that they hold both beliefs in mind at once.  

 Equally interesting was the fact that 3-year-olds did not, apparently, go through this 

transitional period. Instead, once encountering the new weight, they corrected their lifting 

behavior and gradually came to lift the object accurately. In contrast to the 5-year-olds, there was 

no evidence that 3-year-olds maintained active representations of both the prior and current 

beliefs about the weight of the object. Although this did not prevent them from ultimately lifting 

the heavier object correctly, it appears that the process by which they came to accurate lifts was 

more similar to the way they did in the different object condition, where they had no strong 

beliefs. We speculate, then, that three-year-olds correction was different from the processes 

involved in belief change, per se. To some extent, this difference in approach may have to do 

with age differences in EF skills. Specifically, younger children may not have the necessary EF 

skills to hold two ideas (whether about the weight of an object or otherwise) in mind. And so, 

their expectations may have played less of a role in their lifting pattern than the immediate 

feedback they received about the weight of the object.  

False Belief, Executive Functioning and Load-Force Adaptation  

 In our study, FB and EF skills were also investigated as potentially related skills to being 

able to adapt in the load-force adaptation task. In both FB and EF there was more evidence that 

those skills were more related to lifting behaviour for the 3-year-olds than the 5-year-olds. There 
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may have been more variability for 3-year-olds than 5-year-olds as typically 5-year-olds are 

passing the FB and EF tasks (Gopnik &Wellman, 1994; Sabbagh et al., 2006). In the FB 

performance analysis, high performing 3-year-olds in the same object condition seem to lift more 

accurately and change their lifting pattern more readily than those in the low performance group. 

This finding replicated that of Sabbagh et al. (2010) where they found that high FB performance 

lead to quicker adaptation in a load-force task with only the same object condition. Not only did 

the 3-year-olds in the high performing FB group adapt quicker, but on the second trial they made 

an abrupt change whereas those in the low FB performance group made almost no change. 

Similarly, the high EF performance group for the 3-year-olds in the same object condition 

changed abruptly after the first lift but those in the low EF performance group did not. These 

observations were based primarily on visual inspection of the graphs and further research, 

including 4-year-olds for more variability, would be necessary to provide more compelling 

evidence.  

Alternative Explanations for Developmental Differences 

Arguably, all children had some fluctuation in their lifting, and no condition or age group 

was completely linear in their growth. Yet, it was only 5-year-olds who showed a condition 

effect. By comparing the 1N object data between the conditions, we found potential evidence for 

some pre-existing condition differences, however, subsequent analyses showed that it was more 

likely a reversion and the main finding of a difference in the middle trial for 5-year-olds 

condition remained. We would expect there to be some natural fluctuations as children may not 

be accurate with every lift. An important control question concerns whether some of the 

developmental differences that we observed in lifting may also be accounted for by the fact that 

3-year-olds were generally poorer at the task than were 5-year-olds. All children were given a 
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warm up task with the container of marbles so that they could get use to the motor demands of 

the task and were corrected by the experimenter if they performed any activity incorrectly. 

Typically, by the age of 3-years-old children have the ability to use thumb and index fingers to 

lift an object and can use the weight of previous lifts to anticipate the weight of the next object 

(Forssberg, et al., 1992). However, Forssberg et al. (1992) also found that in the early half of the 

third-year children are not as proficient at using more force for larger objects (i.e., objects that 

should weigh more). While this does not directly infer that 3-year-olds are worse lifters in our 

study where the object remained the same size, it does indicate that younger preschoolers are not 

consistent with their understanding of the correlation between weight and size. We also found 

that 5-year-olds lifted all objects faster than 3-year-olds. However, there were no individual trial 

differences so on a trial by trial basis they were similar. Generally, there is no strong evidence 

that 3-year-olds were poor lifters and this contributed negatively to their performance. 

Additionally, it is unclear whether 3-year-olds established the same level of belief as 5-

year-olds did. Bonawitz, Fischer, & Schulz (2008) suggest that younger children tend to have 

stronger prior beliefs and that is what makes conceptual change so difficult. Therefore, since 3-

year-olds changed quite abruptly in our task, perhaps they did not establish a strong enough 

belief initially. There is no evidence to suggest that 3-year-olds did not initially establish a belief 

during the 1N object lifting. During the 1N object lifting almost all of their lifts were within the 

40-60% which was the range of an accurate lift. When they went to lift the new heavier object, 

like 5-year-olds they were generally surprised by the new lift force requirement as evidenced by 

a long lift with a low mean PFP. Overall, the 3-year-olds behaviour does not indicate that they 

did not establish a belief during the first block. However, our study cannot comment on how 
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strong the belief was or whether that differed between age groups given that our study had no 

independent method of measuring the strength of the belief, 

Study Implications  

The pattern of belief change witnessed in 5-year-olds in the same object condition is 

intriguing as it reveals what many microgenetic studies would agree, that researchers are missing 

a large portion of the story by ignoring the small changes between testing. In the past, 

researchers have suggested that the variability noted in longitudinal FB tasks should be ignored 

as it is simply noise, however, Gopnik and Wellman (2012) argued that this variability may be an 

important part of the story. In our study, if we were to have looked simply at the first and second 

trial or the first and eighth trial, as many longitudinal studies do on a larger time scale, then we 

would have missed the variability in the middle. In other fields where belief change is important, 

such as therapy or education, this pattern would be helpful in understanding what an individual’s 

progress may look like and how to appropriately investigate changes in beliefs. For example, 

when teaching a new concept say in math or science, it would be important to allow students to 

testing out various strategies and not assume that because a student reverting back to a wrong 

strategy that they are not in fact changing. Our study suggests that allowing for hypothesis 

testing once contradictory evidence is presented and measuring change on a frequent and large 

time scale would potentially more accurately capture the internal change. 

Limitations and Future Directions 

 The age of the participants limited our ability to compare ability to change a belief and 

FB or EF scores. While preliminary analysis demonstrates that FB performance may influence 3-

year-olds lifting regardless of condition, as it did in Sabbagh et al., 2010, we would still need 

more evidence to support this claim. Additionally, 3-year-olds’ EF performance influenced 
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lifting behaviour only in the different object condition. However, these findings should be 

considered with great caution because FB scores were generally very low for 3-year-olds and 

very high for 5-year-olds. Future studies should incorporate 4-year-olds to be able to understand 

individual differences in the influence of FB and EF on lifting behaviour, as 4-year-olds would 

vary in their FB and EF abilities.  

Another limitation was not being able to look at the first peak scores themselves as some 

of them were in the negatives which would unfairly change the mean of other scores in that trial. 

The negatives occurred because at times children pushed down on the object before lifting off 

the sensor. The negatives may be characteristic of the manner in which preschoolers lift objects, 

therefore another method of measure weight estimation could be used. For example, a modified 

method used in Eliasson et al. (1995) which involves children holding onto a receptacle-like 

object and dropping a small amount of weight into the object. Then, experimenters could 

measure how long it takes children to correct and how much they need to correct their grip to 

hold. This method could minimize the pressing down before lifting errors noted in young 

children.  

Additionally, future studies could introduce objects that were closer in weight or further 

apart in weight or vary the number of lifts children completed. Findings from these studies may 

be able to shed light on whether obvious differences in necessary lift force induces the lifting 

pattern or if this occurs regardless of the strength of the evidence. Changing the weight to go 

from heavy to light or presenting the first object again may help to clarify if these belief change 

patterns occur in different contexts. More lifts would allow for a better understanding of the 

process of belief change 3-year-olds go through.  
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Conclusion  

In sum, this load-force adaptation paradigm allowed for a unique method of measuring 

belief change that minimized extraneous factors such as verbal ability and EF that impact the 

ability of other designs to solely focus on belief change. Our primary goal was to identify 

developmental differences in preschoolers’ ability to change a belief. While it was not exactly 

the predicted difference, 5-year-olds in the same object condition showed a belief change pattern 

commonly observed in school aged and adults that was not present for the 3-year-olds. The 

regression within the lifting behaviour of 5-year-olds is thought to be due to an internal conflict 

when more than one belief about the present task is activated and the need to find evidence to 

confirm or disconfirm these beliefs. There was little evidence to show that 3-year-olds 

acknowledged a previous belief. In order to further our understanding of how belief change 

patterns observed in the load-force adaptation paradigm may be domain general and relate to 

conceptual development at large, future focus should expand this research to include 4-year-olds. 

Overall, this study makes an early contribution to using mechanisms outside of typical 

conceptual change paradigms to understand underlying mechanisms of belief change.  
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Appendix A 

Contents Change False Belief 

 

Here’s a Smarties box. What do you think is inside the Smarties box?  

Well let’s see…. it’s really stickers inside!   

 

Okay, what is in the Smarties box? 

 

Here’s Mickey.  Mickey’s never seen inside this Smarties Box before.   

 

So, did Mickey see inside the box? 

 

If NO: That’s right! He didn’t see inside the box.  

If YES: Actually, Mickey’s never seen inside this Smarties Box before. 

So, did Mickey see inside the box?  

 

So, what does Mickey think is in the box, Smarties or stickers? 

 

 

Location Change False Belief 

 

(Place blue box on child's left and green box on child's right) 

Now let me show you what else I have.   

This is Barney and this is Big Bird.   

 

Barney and Big Bird are playing with this ball. 

After a little while, Barney gets hungry, so he leaves to go eat his lunch. But before he goes, he puts the 

ball away in this box and then he leaves to have his lunch.  

Now Big Bird wants to play with the ball some more. So he takes it out of the blue box and plays a little 

more.   

Then, Big Bird wants to have his lunch too. So he puts the ball away, but this time he puts the ball in this 

box.  Then he leaves to go have his lunch. 

And then, Barney comes back. He wants to play with the ball some more. 
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Where does Barney think the ball is?  

Did Barney see the ball get moved? 

Where is it really?    

 

You can go ahead and show Big Bird where the ball is. 

Ok!  That was fun!  

 

 (# deceptive trials /total trials) 

 

Knowledge Access 

 

Show jewelry box, with sticker inside and drawer closed. 

Here’s a drawer. What do you think is inside the drawer?  

Let’s see… (open drawer to show contents)  it’s a frog! Huh! (Close the drawer.) Okay, so what is in the 

drawer? 

 

(Show Kitty.) Here’s Kitty. Kitty has NEVER EVER seen inside the drawer.  So, does Kitty know what is 

in the drawer (target question?) Did Kitty see inside the drawer (memory question)?  

 

To be correct child must answer “no” to the target question and the memory question. 

 

Appearance/Reality Task: Rock/Sponge  

 

-show child sponge/rock 

SAY: 

Look what I have here.  What does this look like?           Rock                 Other ______ 

It looks like a rock doesn’t it?  But really and truly it’s a sponge.  See? (E squeezes sponge and offers to 

let S touch it)   

When you look at this right now, 

does it look like a sponge or a like a rock?                     Sponge (1)        Rock (0) 

OK.  What is this really and truly, a sponge or a rock?  Sponge (0)        Rock (1) 

To Pass: S must answer both questions correctly   Sponge/Rock Score: Fail (0)   Pass (1) 
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Appearance/Reality Task: Orange/Black Castle  

 

Now look at this.  This is an orange castle.  But look, when I put this cover on it, it looks black, see? 

Really and truly it’s orange (uncover), but we can make it look black (cover). 

When you look at thie castle right now, does it look orange or black? 

orange (0)   black (1) 

Okay.  What colour is the castle really and truly, orange or black? 

orange (1)   black (0) 

Castle score: Fail (0)  Pass (1) 
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Appendix B 

Grass/Snow 

 

(Bring out a board that has a solid white card attached to the upper left corner, a solid green card 

attached to the upper right corner (both cards are 15 x 10 cm), and two fabric cut-outs shaped like a 

child’s hands centered below the cards.) 

 

We’re going to play a game with this board.   

Do you know what colour grass is?  __________ Can you point to the colour of grass? (praise when child 

does correctly) 

 

Do you know what colour snow is?  ________ Can you point to the colour of grass? (praise when child 

does correctly) 

 

(praise right answers; correct wrong answers) 

 

Well, we’re gonna play a SILLY game.   

In this game, when I say the word “grass”, I want you to point with your finger to the white card like this 

(E points to white card).   

 

Can you point to the white card?  Pointed  Did not point 

(Praise if pointed, prompt if not) 

 

When I say the word “snow”, I want you to point with your finger to the green card like this (E points to 

green card). 

 

Can you point to the green card?    Pointed  Did not point 

(Praise if pointed, prompt if not) 

 

Practice Trials 

 

Say “Grass” and wait for response. 

(if S hesitates)  What card do you point to for this one?    green(0) white(1) #tries 
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Praise if correct 

If incorrect: 

Remember, this is a silly game.  When I say ‘grass’, I want you to point over here to the white card.  

When I say snow, that’s when you point to the green card.   

 

Say “Snow” and wait for response. 

 

(if S hesitates)  What card do you point to for this one?     green(1)  white(0) #tries 

 

Praise if correct 

If incorrect: 

Remember, this is a silly game.  When I say ‘snow’, I want you to point over here to the green card.  

When I say ‘grass’, that’s when you point to the white card. 

 

Test Trials 

(whenever S hesitates, ask "What card do you point to for this one?" but do not use words "white" or 

green";  do not give feedback on test trials) 

        RT1  RT2 

 

1.  Grass  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

2.  Snow  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

3.  Snow  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

4.  Grass  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

5.  Snow  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

6.  Grass  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

7.  Grass  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

8.  Snow  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

9.  Snow  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

10.  Grass  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

11.  Snow  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

12.  Grass  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

13.  Grass  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

14.  Snow  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 
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15.  Grass  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

16.  Snow  green(0) white(1)   ____  ____ 

 

 

Total % Correct:  _____     % Agreement:  _____ 

 

% Correct Trials 1-4:  _____              Median RT (Coder 1):  _____ 

 

% Correct Trials 13-16:  _____             Median RT Trials 1-4:  _____ 

 

                 Median RT Trials 13-16: ____ 

 

Dimensional Change Card Sort Task (DCCS) 

  

Instructions: 

  

(E places trays on table.  Tray on right has a blue rabbit card pasted on back wall of the tray.  Tray on 

left has a red boat card pasted on back wall of the tray.) 

  

Now we’re going to play another game. This is the SHAPE game.  All the rabbits go in this box (pointing 

to right tray) and all the boats go in that box (pointing to left tray).  We don't put ANY rabbits in that 

box.  No way (shaking head).  We put all the rabbits over here and only boats go over there.  So if it is a 

rabbit, then it goes here.  If it is a boat, then it goes there.  This is the SHAPE game. 

  

OK.  I'll go first.  Rabbits go here.  (E places a red rabbit card in slot on right) 

  

And boats go here.  (E places a blue boat card in slot on left) 

  

Pre-switch Trials: 

 

Note: On ALL pre-switch trials, if S is ever wrong, say: 

No, that's not right.  Remember the rules.  (proceed to next trial) 
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OK.  Now it's your turn. 

 

1.  If it’s a rabbit, then put it here (point to rabbit tray), but if it’s a boat, put it there (point to boat tray). 

  

Here’s a red rabbit.  Where does this go?               

(wait for child to place card in a box) 

  

2.  Now remember, if it’s a rabbit, then put it here (point to rabbit tray), but if it’s a boat, put it there 

(point to boat tray).  

 

Here’s a blue boat.  Where does this go? 

 (wait for child to place card in a box) 

 

3.  Don’t forget, if it’s a rabbit, then put it here (point to rabbit tray), but if it’s a boat, put it there (point 

to boat tray). 

  

Here’s a red rabbit.  Where does this go?            

(wait for child to place card in a box) 

 

4.  If it’s a rabbit, then put it here (point to rabbit tray), but if it’s a boat, put it there (point to boat tray). 

  

Here’s a red rabbit.  Where does this go? 

(wait for child to place card in a box) 

 

5.  Now remember, if it’s a rabbit, then put it here (point to rabbit tray), but if it’s a boat, put it there 

(point to boat tray).  

 

Here’s a blue boat.  Where does this go?    

(wait for child to place card in a box) 

 

(S must correctly sort 5 consecutive cards according to shape before proceeding to post-switch 

trials;  remove cards from tray if needed) 

   

Post-Switch Trials: 
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Now we’re going to switch.  We’re not going to play the shape game anymore.  We’re going to play the 

COLOR game.  When it’s red, you have to put it in this box (indicating left tray), but whenever it’s blue, 

then it goes in that box (indicating right tray).  We don't put red things in that box.  No way (shaking 

head).  We put red things over here (point) and only when it's blue does it go over there (point).  So if it's 

blue, then it goes there.  If it's red, then it goes here.  

  

(E does not give feedback on post-switch trials) 

  

1.  Alright, so remember, if it’s red, then put it here (point to red tray), but if it’s blue, put it there. (point 

to blue tray) 

  

Here’s a red rabbit.  Where does this go? 

(wait for child to place card in a box) 

 

OK.   

  

2.  Now remember, if it’s red, then put it here (point to red tray), but if it’s blue, put it there. (point to blue 

tray) 

  

Here’s a blue boat.  Where does this go?          

    (wait for child to place card in a box) 

  

3.  Don’t forget, if it’s red, then put it here (point to red tray), but if it’s blue, put it there. (point to blue 

tray) 

  

Here’s a red rabbit.  Where does this go? 

(wait for child to place card in a box) 

  

4.  If it’s red, then put it here (point to red tray), but if it’s blue, put it there. (point to blue tray) 

 

Here’s a red rabbit.  Where does this go?           

(wait for child to place card in a box) 
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5.  Don’t forget - If it’s red, then put it here (point to red tray), but if it’s blue, put it there. (point to blue 

tray) 

  

Here’s a blue boat.  Where does this go?               

(wait for child to place card in a box) 

 

Card Sort Coding Sheet: 

 

Pre-switch Trials 

 

1.   red rabbit       c boat tray (Incorrect) c rabbit tray (Correct) 

2.   blue boat  c boat tray (Correct) c rabbit tray (Incorrect) 

3.   red rabbit  c boat tray (incorrect) c rabbit tray (Correct) 

4.   red rabbit  c boat tray (Incorrect) c rabbit tray (Correct) 

5.   blue boat  c boat tray (Correct) c rabbit tray (incorrect) 

 

Post-switch Trials 

 

1.   red rabbit       c boat tray (Incorrect) c rabbit tray (Correct) 

2.   blue boat  c boat tray (Correct) c rabbit tray (Incorrect) 

3.   red rabbit  c boat tray (incorrect) c rabbit tray (Correct) 

4.   red rabbit  c boat tray (Incorrect) c rabbit tray (Correct) 

5.   blue boat  c boat tray (Correct) c rabbit tray (incorrect) 

 

Pre-switch Total:  ________/5 

Post-Switch Total:        ________/5 

 

 

 

 

 

Less is More  

(Present children with a choice between two different kinds of treats [e.g., jelly beans and Smarties]. The 
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treat they choose will be used throughout the experiment.) 

(Bring out a five-treat array and a two-treat array). 

Which amount do you prefer?                                                  

Larger                         Smaller 

 (Bring out puppet) 

This is naughty monkey, and his name is Chris. He likes to get all the treats for himself. That is why he is 

naughty. 

(Place an empty cup by the child and Chris the monkey. Make sure Chris the monkey is to the RIGHT of 

the child) 

Every time you point to a tray, Chris gets the jelly beans in that tray, and they’ll go into his cup, and 

you’ll get the jelly beans in the other tray, and they’ll go into your cup 

Practice Trials 

(push the trays forward and equidistant from the child) 

Child points to tray 

      Larger                         Smaller 

(Pull back the trays and put them in the appropriate cups) 

See, Chris gets this many jelly beans, and you get this many jelly beans 

So, when you pick a tray, who gets those treats? Does Chris get them or do you get 

them?                                                                                                              

 Child                         Chris                        # tries 
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(Praise if correct, go on to test trials) 

(If incorrect, give feedback and repeat practice up to three times) 

 

Test Trials 

(Reload trays with prepared sets of two and five treats (left and right counterbalanced) 

1. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                                    

2. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____            

3. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                                    

4. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                        

5. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                        

6. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                        

7. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                                    

8. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____            

(Move Chris and his cup to the left of the child to control for side biases and give a verbal rule reminder) 

Remember, every time you point to a tray, Chris gets the jelly beans in that tray, and they’ll go into his 

cup, and you’ll get the jelly beans in the other tray, and they’ll go into your cup 

9.   larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                        

10. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                        

11. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                        

12. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                                    

13. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                        

14. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____            

15. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____            
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16. larger(0) smaller(1)                                    ____                        

Total % Correct: ______                                                         
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Appendix C 

The Developmental Vocabulary Assessment for Parents  

 

Today’s Date ______________________               Sex of Child M F (Please circle one 

Child’s Date of Birth _________________        Age of Child _______Yrs/ _______Mo.s 

                                      Month Day Year                             (Years)         (Months) 

Your Relationship to Child                                          Number of Siblings ____________ 

Mother _____ Father _____                                      Ages of Siblings _______________ 

Other: (please indicate relationship) 

__________________________________________________ 

Please list all the languages your child hears spoken by live people (e.g. not on TV) and the 

average amount of time for each, e.g. English (80%), French (20%): 

 

Instructions: Please read carefully before beginning: 

This questionnaire is designed to assess your child’s current vocabulary. Please check each word 

in the list below that you have heard your child SAY. Different pronunciations should be marked 

(e.g. “duckie” instead of “duck”). Please do not ask your child if he/she knows the word as we 

are interested in your assessment. This list includes words learned anywhere from 2 to 18 years 

of age.  

☐ boy                            ☐ chair ☐ puppy ☐ bike 

☐ laughing ☐ sleeping ☐ hugging  ☐ walking 

☐ ball ☐ dog ☐ spoon ☐ foot 

☐ duck ☐ banana  ☐ shoe ☐ cup  

☐ eating ☐ picking ☐ bus ☐ flower 

☐ mouth ☐ pencil  ☐ cookie ☐ drum 

☐ turtle ☐ red ☐ jumping ☐ carrot 

☐ reading ☐ toe ☐ belt ☐ fly 

☐ painting ☐ dancing ☐ whistle ☐ pigeon 

☐ kicking ☐ lamp ☐ square ☐ fence 

☐ empty ☐ happy ☐ fire ☐ castle 
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☐ target  ☐ dripping ☐ knight ☐ delivering 

☐ cactus ☐ dentist  ☐ floating ☐ claw 

☐ uniform ☐ gigantic ☐ furry ☐ violin 

☐ group ☐ globe ☐ vehicle ☐ chef 

☐ squash ☐ axe ☐ flamingo ☐ chimney  

☐ sorting ☐ waist ☐ vegetable ☐ hyena 

☐ plumber ☐ river ☐ timer ☐ catching 

☐ trunk ☐ vase ☐ harp ☐ bloom 

☐ horrified ☐ swamp  ☐ heart ☐ ankle 

☐ flaming ☐ wrench ☐ aquarium ☐ refuelling 

☐ safe ☐ boulder ☐ reptile ☐ canoe 

☐ athlete  ☐ towing ☐ luggage ☐ directing 

☐ vine ☐ digital ☐ dissecting ☐ predatory  

☐ hydrant ☐ surprised ☐ palm ☐ clarinet 

☐ valley ☐ kiwi ☐ interviewing ☐ pastry 

☐ assisting ☐ fragile ☐ solo ☐ snarling 

☐ puzzled ☐ beverage  ☐ inflated ☐ tusk 

☐ trumpet ☐ rodent ☐ links ☐ polluting 

☐ archaeologist  ☐ coast ☐ injecting ☐ fern  

☐ mammal  ☐ demolishing  ☐ isolation ☐ clamp 

☐ dilapidated  ☐ pedestrian  ☐ interior  ☐ garment 

☐ departing ☐ feline ☐ hedge ☐ citrus  

☐ florist ☐ hovering ☐ aquatic  ☐ reprimanding 

☐ carpenter ☐ primate ☐ glider ☐ weary 

☐ hatchet ☐ transparent ☐ sedan ☐ constrained 

☐ squirrel  ☐ throwing ☐ farm ☐ penguin 

☐ gift ☐ feather ☐ cobweb ☐ elbow 

☐ juggling ☐ inhaling ☐ fountain  ☐ net 

☐ shoulder ☐ dressing ☐ roof ☐ peeking 

☐ ruler ☐ tunnel  ☐ branch ☐ envelope 

☐ diamond ☐ calendar ☐ buckle ☐ sawing 

☐ panda ☐ vest ☐ arrow ☐ hazardous 
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☐ valve ☐ parallelogram ☐ pillar ☐ consuming 

☐ currency ☐ pentagon  ☐ appliance ☐ poultry 

☐ cornea ☐ peninsula ☐ porcelain  ☐ detonation  

☐ cerebral ☐ perpendicular ☐ submerging ☐ syringe 

☐ lever ☐ apparel ☐ talon  ☐ cultivating 

☐ wedge ☐ ascending ☐ maritime ☐ incarcerating 

☐ dejected ☐ quintet ☐ incandescent ☐ confiding 

☐ mercantile ☐ upholstery ☐ filtration ☐ replenishing 

☐ trajectory ☐ perusing  ☐ barb ☐ converging  

☐ honing ☐ angler   
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Appendix D 

 

Look what I have here. What are these? Are they marbles? Do you have marbles at home?  

Today we are going to play a lifting game. We are going to lift things from the here (pointing to sensor) to 

the pink square (pointing to pink square)  

 

Now, what hand do you use to colour? Can you show me? Good. In this game, you are only going to use 

the hand you use to colour. And in this game, we never touch the grey circle, okay?  

 

[Marbles]  

The first thing we are going to lift is this container up here. Watch me. Okay, when I say go put the 

container of marbles up here. (press record) Go ahead. (E removes some marbles from the container). Go 

ahead. (E removes some marbles from the container). Go ahead.  

 

[Expected weight] 

Okay now you’re going to do the same thing but this time with this (E brings out new object and places 

on sensor). There’s a tab up here (E points to tab) you’re going to use to lift okay?  

Go ahead…good, that’s one! Go ahead…good, that’s two! Go ahead…good, that’s three! Go 

ahead…good, that’s four! Go ahead…good, that’s five! Great Job!  

 

[Unexpected weight]  

(places new object on sensor) Okay go ahead.   

 

Go ahead…good, that’s one! Go ahead…good, that’s two! Go ahead…good, that’s three! Go 

ahead…good, that’s four! Go ahead…good, that’s five! Great Job!  

 

Wow, you were really good at this game! Are you ready to play some more games?   

[Reminders: Remember, only use the hand you use to colour with; remember, in this game we never touch 

the grey circle; remember, we use the tab to lift things] 
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Appendix E 
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